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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The opening session took place under the chairmanship of the Vice-Minister
of Culture, Mr. S.K. Apraku, representing the Minister of Education, Culture

and Sports.

2. Mr. Charles Phillips, Executive Secretary of the Arts Council of Ghana, began
the proceedings by welcoming ail the participants, and explained the arrange

ments made by the Bhanaian authorities to facilr&ate the holding of the meeting.

3. Mr. Augustin Gâtera, representing tho Director-Ceneral of Unesco, thanked
the Government and people of Ghana for agreeing to host the meeting, after

welcoming, in 1975, the Intergovernmental Conférence on Cultural Policies in
Africa, vhich laid down the guidelines of the cultural policies of African Member
States and thus enabled Unesco to draw up cultural programmes for Africa. Mr. A.
Gâtera also set forth the objectives of the meeting, the main one being an attempt
to define African cultural areas and suggest a concrète research and publications
programme.

U. In his address, Mr. S.K. Apraku stressed the importance of the meeting1 s thème
and recalled the unfounded claim of représentatives of Western culture that

Africa had no culture or history. Mr. Apraku pointed out to the experts that the
Government of Ghana had given the Arts Council of Ghana the responsibility of
organizing, dèveloping and fostering the national cultural héritage in close
consultation with the chiefs and the leaders of the différent ethnie groups.
Before declaring the proceedings officially open, Mr. Apraku recalled how proud
Gbana vas to welcome a meeting of this type, the résulta of which vould interest
not only African countries, but Africans of the diaspora as vell.

5. The following experts, vho vere invited in a personal capacity and therefore
represented neither their respective institutions nor their countries, took

part in the proceedings of the meeting (see Annex I ): Dr. H. Adtm (Soraalia),
Mr. I.A. Akinjogbin (Nigeria), .Mr. E, Apronti (Ghana)0)jîr. M. Beauvoir (Haïti),
Mr. D. Cobblah (Giana), Dr. D. Dalby (Vhited Kingdom), Dr. E. Foli Deganus (Ghana),
Mrs. Hi Diabate (ivory Coast), Prof. CM. Fyie (Sierra Leone), Prof. E. Haberland
(Fédéral Republic of Germany), Mrs. A.A. Hayford (Ghana), Mr. S. Hurreiz (Sudan),

(1) Mr. S. Apronti also represented the African Cultural Institute
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Prof. L. Kamara (Guinea), Mr. D. Laya (Niger), Prof. J. Maquet (United States),
Prof. A. Ndinga-Mbo (Congo), Mr. D. Ndagala (Tanzania), Prof. B.A. Ogot (Kenya),
Mr. C. Phillips (Ghana), Prof. Bar-Jaona Randriamandimby (Madagascar), Prof. A. Sov
(France), Miss E. Sukho (Ivory Coast) and Prof. M. Towa (Cameroon).

6. For various reao jus, the following experts were unable to take part in the
work of the meetiag: Dr. Berehanu Abebe (Ethiopia), Mr. Abdulkadir (Nigeria),

Mr. M. De Andraâe (Guinea-Bissau), Mr. Damane (Lesotho), Mr. Cheikh Anta Diop
(Sénégal), Mr. R. Martinez Fure (Cuba), Mrs. M. Iy (Mali), Mr. S. Mbonyinkebe
(Zaïre), Mrs. Achola Pala (Kenya) and Mr. E. Soundjock-Soundjock (Caaeroon).

7. The following observers took part in the work of the meeting: Mr. Pathi Die^ne
(Society of African Culture),.Mr. Makany (Association of African Uhiversities)

and Mr. A. Toure (Agence de Coopération culturelle et technique).

8. The Secrétariat of Unesco was represented by: Mr. Augustin Gâtera, Division
of Cultural Studies, Paris» Mr. I. Katoke, Cultural Adviser for Africa, BEEDA,

Dakar, and Mrs. M. Baugier, Division of Cultural Studies.

9. After the opening session, the experts appointed their Bureau, as follows:

Chairman: Mr. Charles Phillips

Vice-Chairmen: Mr. B.A. Ogot
Mr. D. Dalby

Rapporteur: Mr. Bar-Jaona Randrimandimby

10. After adoptior> of the agenda, Mr. A. Gâtera presented briefly the working
documents of the meeting.

11. The experts called in question the title of the meeting itself:

(1) inasmuch as the Sahara is a populated région, the expression "south of
the Sahara" excludes a part of the population that is culturally linked
with the area located south of the Sahara. The experts felt that
consequently, it would be préférable to omit the phrase ".*.* South of
the Sahara";

(2) the participants also considered that the current title in English was
inadéquate: The tenu "specificity" has a précise meaning in médical
terminology. The tenu "convergence" does not hâve the same précision
in French as in English in thia context.

12. After lengthy discussion, the following English title was proposed:
"Distinctive characteristics and common features of African cultural areas,

with spécial référence to Africa South of the Sahara".

13* One participant emphasized, however, that while seeking a translation as
exact as possible of the title in English, efforts should be made not to

lose si#it of the problème raised in the original French title.



11*. As an introduction to the discussions, the papers which had been provided
as working documents for the meeting were presented briefly by each author.

This led to a gênerai discussion that served as an introduction to the différent
items on the agenda. On this subject, the suggestion that each item be presented
by one or more of the participants facilitated the organization of the discussion.

A- J$ei!Lljan ^e_agenda: Définition of African cultural areas r spécifie
characteristies ' " —

15. In the light of the complexity of the topic, the Chairman nroposed a reneral
# discussion in order to define a method of approach. The two experts who
întroduced this item of the agenda presented the two oldest existing classifications:
tfcose of Frobenius and of Baumann. The intent was not to consider each classifica
tion as such, nor to take up each of the twenty-five cultural areas listed by
Professor Cheikh Anta Diop in his paper, but rather to review the implications of
the method of classification.

16. The présentation revealed that the guiding thème of Baumann7s classification
is ecology. Every human culture, in this instance African culture, is

determined by geography. The determinism of environment has created husbandry and
agriculture. Arter defining the heart or cradle where thèse two activities
developed (Western Africa), the author explained that they spread acro3s the entire
continent of Africa. On the basis of the practice of agriculture or husbandry,
activities determined by geographical requirements, man organized his facily, work,
means of subsistence, religion (e.g., the différent religious rituels linked with
roising live-stock) and his State or community institutions.

17. Onthe whole, the criticism of Baumann's thesis bears on its determinism.
Hhile recognizing the importrnce of geograrhical environment, which in one

way or another^influences human culture, the participants acknowlecged the weakness
of the classification, its atemporal fraraework and static nature.

18. The ecological référence should be combined with others.

19. After this theorotical introduction, vhich with regard to methodology was
above ail critical, other criteria for defining cultural areas were suggested.

But it was pointed out as a reminder that thèse criteria should not be considered in
isolation. The following criteria were suggested for defining cultural areas:

1• Language
2. Historiée! expérience
3. Economie, social, political System
k. Religious beliefs
5. Artistic concepts
6. Concepts of the world and ways of thinking

20. After reviewing the above criteria, almost ail the participants recognized
that the most important criterion for defining a cultural area is the affinity

of mother tongues, as both a means of communication and the vehicle of ideas. But
if language is the essentiel criterion, the others should not be miniiidzed.
Language provides the criterion for the initial démarcation of areas; the others
are then introduced for the purpose of specitying the charactoristics of each area.

21. One participant presented a language nap of Africa, which he drew up by
Consulting the very people who speak the major languages represented on it.

Many ccaankjnts were made to the author with regard to the language map. He pointed
out the objective in mind in drawing up the map, namely, to make as exhaustive an •
inventory as possible of African languages, without being concerned with the language
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policies of the States involved. On thi3 oubject, he asked the experts to suggest
any adjustments which mi#it improve the map.

22. Inasmuch as language is both a means of communication and the vehicle of
ideas, the participants noted that classification of languages and cultural

areas hâve very frequently gone hand in hand. The following list, presented as a
guideline by Professor Cheikh Anta Diop in the working document that he submitted,
provides an example:

"(a) the Kwa or Gulf of Bénin language -group corresponding to one type of
civilization;

(b) the Mande or Mandingo group (the Mande-tan group and the Mandc~fu •*
group) corresponding to a distinct culture area or civilization:

(c) the Neo~Bantu (or semi-Bantu) group of class languages of West Africa,
constituting one cultural unit;

(d) the Great Bantu group as such, defining another culture area;

(e) the Nilotic language group;

(f) the Cushitic group;

(g) the Semitic group."

23. The classification of civilizntions on the basis of social structures would
hâve been useful no doubt, since the main criticism of that classification is

that it takes account of only one parameter, however important it may be.

2k» The experts noted that enou#i information is not yet available to enable a
scientific and objective définition of African cultural areas to be made.

They did however sucgost provisionally, the adoption of the following framework:

1. North African-Saharan comprising inter alia the West African Sahel
(particularfy the northern parts of Mauritania, Mali, Niger, Chad);

2. North East Africa;

3. Central Sudan;

U. West African Savanna;

5. West African Coast;

6. Bantu Africa (from the Southern Caaeroon to Azania);
7. South-Western Africa;

8. Madagascar end Indien Océan Islands.

Others suggested the following framework:

Sahara-Sahel area;

Nubien area;

Bantu area?

Sudan area;

Guinean area;
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25. Tte above essentially geogrartoical références i suggested on a provisional
basis, combined with the linguistic groups (see Annex III) should serve as '

a basis for determining cultural areas.

26. One participant felt that before embarking on such large-scale reseârch, it
would be wise to apply the parameters adopted above to the définition of

cultural areas (or a cultural area) at the national level, then extend the study
progressively to the régional level and finally to the continent. Others responded
that présent bordera (carried over frara the colonial period) generally did not respect
the boundarie8 of.cultural areas, since very often the same faroily, the same ethnie
group and the same people were spread over several States. Some experts then
attempted to explain cultural areas, taking as an example, the Bantu cultural area
(see Annex IV).

27. During the discussion of the cultural areas, some experts made the following
observations :

1. avoid terras of référence relating to ethnie groups, e.g., instead of
Arabic-Berber, the term Sohara-Sahel or North African région should be
used;.

2. abolish once and for ail terms such as Hemite and its derivatives,
• Hbttentot, Boshiman, etc. Hottentot and Boshiman should be replaced by

San and Khoi Khoi, terms used by the populations themselves;

3. reject the term Kwa.

B. Item 2 of the agenda: Relations between African cultural areas: points
of convergence

28. The examinâtion of this item was dépendent on the cultural areas which should
hâve .been defined undor item 1. Since it has not proved possible to establish

such areas, however, the opportunity was taken to examine in some détail the frame
work of specificities and convergences provided by the Language Map of Africa. It was
noted that over three- qusrters of the languages of AfVica belong to one of two major
areas of wider affinity, and that the languages of the continent a3 a whole may be
further subdivided into around 120 'sets* of languages.

29. On the subjéct of the définition of '* convergences ', it was recognized that
thèse may include common features due to historical •divergence' from a comman

source» to syncretism or borrowing or to préservation in a substratum. In practical
torms, it was noted that cultural convergence in large urban areas (especially in
capital cities) will often require thèse to be treated separately, and that the study
of cultural contrasts in the past should not allow us to overlook the process of
cultural convergence in present-dav Africa (especially under the stimulus of the
mass-media and of the nation~state ).

C. Item 3 of the agenda: Relations between African cultural areas and Arab culture

30. During the discussion, one participant pointed out that speaking about Afro-Arab
relations should be avoided inasmuch as they are frequently clouded and vitiated

by the slave trade and its deep and lasting conséquences, andby préjudices and
passions on both sides that still characterize coûtemporary times. Consequently, he
asked the experts to focus the discussions on the relations between Arab and African
cultures. He also made the point that we very often forget that thèse relations go
back very far in time, to the pre-Islamic era.
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31. Considération of this item clearly pointed out that tarée parameters dominated
thèse relations, namely: religion, language and trade. The experts noted

that Islam and the Arabie language spread through Africa at the same time. Some
experts stressed the rôle Africans played in the expansion of Islam. One expert
pointed out that the différences between Negro African cultures and Arab culture
should not be ndnimized. Muslim monotheism, in particular, excludes other concepts
of the divinity, whereas African cultures hâve a monotheistic concept tha$ sees
in ail goda différent forma of one and the same God. Exçlusivist monotheism easily
leads to a closed attitude, while integrating monotheism is more open. One expert
recalled the superiority complex that frequently characterizes couverts to Islam
with regard to their non-Islamized fellows• Others also gave examples of cultural
aliénation, such as the tendeacy of griots or certain traditions! Sudanese scholars
tp trace the lineage of great families back to the Prophet. With regard to
language, the experts pointed out différent levels of %he use of Arabie, from
country to country. In some areas, Arabie has completely superseded the local
language; in others, although Arabie predondnateB, it is used concurrently with
local languages; in still others, Arabie is used only by a minority or only in
spécial circumstances• Finally, other areas hâve only used the Arabie alphabet to
transcribe their own language. The meeting recognized that research into the
influences of cultural exchange between Africans and Arabe should be broadened,
eince there is very little information on African cultural contributions to Arab
culture. The participants pointed out some aspects of the influence of African
cultures on Arab culture, both with regard to the Muslim religion and the Arabie
language. There is a vast amount of literature in Arabie script, especially in
the Sudan area, and also a large number of books• Exanànation of thèse sources
would clearly facilitate better understanding of thèse reciprocal influences.
Attention was drawn to the work of collecting Arabie manuscripts or texte in African
languages that hâve been transcribed into Arabie (ajami script) undertàken particularly
in the Sahel area. It was noted that manuscripts concerning this area are located
abroad and that their restitution would be désirable.

32. After considération of this item of the agenda, the experts recognized that
another meeting should be devoted to this topic in order to treat it thoroughly.

D. Item h of the amenda: Relations between African cultural areas and
non-African cultures

33. An expert from the African diaspora in the new world addressed the meeting.
Using Haiti as an example, he showed that African language and religion are

clearly the substratun of the culture of the diaspora. His contribution, which is
included in an annex, eloquently speaks to this point.

3b. It was pointed out that the meeting of experts on "The African Negro Cultural
Présence in the Caribbean and in North and South America", which has just been

held in Bridgetown (Barbados), stresBed the vitality of the African cultural héritage,
as revealed at once through language, religion, art and social institutions, etc.
3he importance of African languages is such that the meeting in Barbados recommended
that Unesco should send African specialists to the Caribbean and to other countries
of North and South America to help analyse the oral traditions and religions texts
that hâve been handed down, the meaning of which is not always understood by those
in possession of them.

35. One participant, whose views were shared by the meeting, was astonished that
each time référence is made to African diaspora, we think of the Atlantic, but
rarely of the Persian Gulf, the Indien Océan or the Far East where large black
communities of African origin do in fact live.
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36. Owing to insufficient time, the meeting was not able to examine the pénétra
tion of non-African cultures into Africa, whether it be through colonization,

evangelization, European sedertarization or the Westernization process.

E. Item 5 of the agenda: Study, research and publications plan

37• In anticipation of considération of this item on the agenda, some experts
had submitted draft recommendations and programme proposais to the Secrétariat

of the meeting. Thèse recommendations are either gênerai in charocter, or spécifie
to one of the items of the agenda. -.. -.

For item I - Recommendations conceraing spécifie items of the agenda. As it has
been impossible to define cultural areas, the experts recommend that Unesco should
give interdisciplinary teams of researchers the mission of preliminary studies
for the purpose of drawing up a cultural map of Africa. Thèse studies should take
into account both the parameters identified by the meeting and the geographical
framework suggested during considération of item I.

38. For item 3 - In ordèr to bridge the gap with regard to the interactions
between Arab and African cultures, the experts suggested the following gênera!

linee for r*Bearen:

- historiée! aspects of Arab and African cultural relations;

- impact of Arab culture on African cultures;

- impact of African cultures on Arab culture;

- relations between Arab, Christian and African cultures;

- the image of the Arab and of Islam in the média and in African literature,
and vice versa;

- monographs on Afro-Arab cultural relations (e.g., in Soraalia, Sudan,
Mauritania and in the countries of the Niger loop);

- detailed research with regard to Madagascar (Malftyo-Polynesian, African
and Arab culture) and the Swahili area (Bantu, Arab and Malagasy).

General Recommendations

39. The meeting took note of a document entitled "Proposais for a Pan-African ^
Association of Researchers and for a Scientific Journal on Cultural Development ,

presented by Mr. E. 0. Apronti (see annex). The document specified that the
African Cultural Institute has been commissioned by its Member States to set up a
Pan-African association of reaearchers and launch a journal on cultural development.
The représentative of the Association of African Universities also stated that
the Secretary-General of the Association, by décision of its General Assembly,
had undertàken the formation of an association of African research and the publica
tion of a journal.

JiO. The meeting concluded that it was not compétent to examine this question
inasmuch as the responsible authorities of the two aforementioned orrroniza-

tions had received spécifie instructions from their governing bodies, namely, the
Council of Ministers of the African Cultural Institute and the General Assembly of
the Association of African Universities. The meeting hoped, however, that every
possible effort would be made to avoid duplication and dispersion of effort.
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1*1, In the same context, the following recomraèndatioix vas submitted to the
meeting:

It is proposed that this meeting of experts should recommend to Unesco the
convening, in co-operation with the Orgonization of African Uhity, of on
early meeting of représentatives of ail inter-African organizations in the
field of culture, lcnguage and éducation. Kie purpose of the meeting would
be to ensure the maximum degree of effort, in the pursuit of ail. the common
aimsof thèse organizations. Spécial attention shouldbe giyen to the
feasibility of mutuel représentation4»%di£ferent capital cities, to the
harmonization of research and seudnar progrcaumes, and to the joint production
cnd/or distribution of publications.

Motion of ^lanks to the Government of (aïona

k2. The experts brou^nt together at Accra from 18 to 22 February 1980 to study
"Bie cultural specificity and points of culture! convergence in the différant

régions of Africa Bouth of the Sahara" sincerely thank the Government of Ghcna, .
end the Qhanaian National Commission for Unesco, the Arts Council of Qiana, the
musiciens and artists of Productions Faisal Belwani and ail those who contributed
either directly or indireetly to make their meeting a succeos.

1*3. The experte express their gratitude for the unforgettable hoopitality they
received and for the particularly favouroble working conditions made available

to them.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Dr. Hussein M. ADAM

P.O. Box 1U13
MOGADISHU

Somalie

Mr. Ï.A. AKINJOGED1

Head

Department of History
Ifaiversity of Ife
ILE-IFE

Nigeria

Mr. E. AP1Î0NTI

Institut Culturel Africain
lU Av. Président Lamine Gueye
B.P. 01 Dakar

Sénégal

Mr. Max BEAUVOIR

Directeur
Le Péristyle de Mariani
B.P. 2137
PORT-AU-PRINCE

Haïti

Mr. Daniel C03BLAH
c/o The Arts Council of Ghana
P.O. Box 2738
ACCRA

Ghana

Dr. David DALBY
Director
International African Institute
210 Higi Holborn
LONDON WCIV 7BW
En^lond

Dr. E. POLI DEGANUB

Association of African Universities
B.P. 5lkh
ACCRA-NORTH

Ghana

Mrs. Henriette DIABATE

B.P. 1769
ABIDJAN

Ivory Conat

Prof. C. Magbailey FYLE
Institute of Africen Studies

Fourah Bay Collège
University of Sierra Leone
FREETOWN

Sierra Iieone

Prof. E. HAJBERLAND

Director

Frobenius Institute
Liebir?strasse U1
FRANKFURT/MAIN
Germany

Mrs. Aba A. HAYFOED

c/o The Arts Council of Ghana
P.O. Box 2738,
ACCRA

Ghcna

Mr. Sayyid HURREIS
Executive Director
EACROTANAL

P.O. Box 600
ZANZIBAR

Tanzania

Prof. Lamine KAMARA
Commission nationale guineenne pour
^Unesco

Ministère de l'enseignement supérieur
et de la recherche scientifique
B.P. 96U
CONAKRÏ

Guinea

Mr. Dioulde LAYA

Director
CELiiTO

B.P. fl78
NIAMEY

Prof. Jacques MAQUET
Department of Anthropology
University of California
LOS ANGELES

California 9002U
U.6.A.
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Prof. A. NDINGA-MBO
Université Morien Ngouabi
B.P. 69
BRAZZAVILLE

Congo

Mr. D. NDAGALA

Mnistry of National
Culture and Youth
DAR-ES-SALAAM

Tanzania

Prof. B.A, OGOT
Director
The International Louis Leakey Mémorial
Institute for African Prvhistory
P.C. Box 1*6727
NAIEOBI

Lenyu

Mr. C. PHILLIPS
Executive Secretory
*be Arts Council of Oiona.
P.O. Box 2738
ACCRA

Ghana

Prof. Bor-Joona RANDRIAMANDIMBY
35, Cite Fort Duschene
TANANARIYE

Madagascar

Prof. Alpha SOW
2, rue de Lille
75007 PARIS
Franco

Miss Emilie SUKHO
Faculté des Lettres
Université* d'Abidjan
ABIDJAN

Iyor/ Coast

Prof. Marcien TOWA
Faculté des Lettres
Université dé Yaounde
YAOUNDE

Comeroon

OBSERVERS

HOLY SEE

SOCIETY OF AFRICAN CULTURE
1$, rue des Ecoles
75007 PARIS
Vrcnce

AFRICAN CULTURAL INSTITUTE

B.P. 01

DAKAR

Senefgal

ASSOCIATION OF AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES

P.O. Box 57M
ACCRA-NORTH

Ghana

AGENCE DE COOPERATION CULTURELLE
ET TECHNIQUE
19 Avenue de Messine
75008 PARIS
France

Mr. G. HAGAK

Mr. PATHE DIAŒÏE

Mr. E. APRGETI

Mr. MAKANY

Mr. A, TOURE
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U3KSC0 SECRETARIAT

Mr. A. GATERA

Division of Cultural Studies
UNKSCO

PARIS

France

Mr. I. KATOKB

Cultural Advieer for Africa
BHEÛA

B.P. 3311
DAICAR

Senego!

Urs, M. BAUGIER

Division of Culturel Studies
UNESCO

PARIS

France
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